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SUMMARY 
 

AMSSA has been contracted by Immigration, Refugees, and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) to organize 

language regional meetings with the B.C.-based Language Training Organizations that have a 

Contribution Agreement with IRCC to deliver LINC services.  

 

The following meetings were held in October 2016: 

 

1. Vancouver Island Language Regional Meeting – October 5, 2016 

 

2. North/Interior Language Regional Meeting – October 7, 2016 

 

3. Metro Vancouver Language Regional Meeting – October 20, 2016 

 

4. Fraser Valley Language Regional Meeting – October 27, 2016 

 

The meeting objectives were: 

 

1. Discuss and share language issues including best practices from a regional perspective.  
 

2. Learn about new resources and tools to better serve clients. 
 

3. Cultivate an environment of networking, sharing and collaboration.  
 

The meetings began with welcome remarks from federal and provincial government representatives, 

followed by reports from representatives of Childminding Monitoring, Advisory and Support (CMAS), 

LINC Home Study, and Portfolio Based Language Assessment (PBLA). The Metro Vancouver 

language meeting contained a report from Western ESL Services and the Fraser Valley language 

meeting contained a report from Surrey Language Assessment Centre about assessments for the 

LINC programs in the region. The morning finished with two presentations from AMSSA staff, the first 

about language supports provided by AMSSA and the second about additional AMSSA resources. 

 

The afternoons of the meetings contained a consultation session on strategic planning for the 

Settlement Language Working Group, and a professional development (PD) session. The Vancouver 

Island language regional meeting held their PD session on PBLA and the other three regions received 

a presentation about volunteer management.  

 

APPENDIX 1 includes the agendas, APPENDIX 2 includes a summary of the evaluation results, 

APPENDIX 3 includes the background documents for each meeting, and APPENDIX 4 includes the 

attendee lists. 

AMSSA gratefully acknowledges the financial support provided by the Government of Canada – 

Immigration, Refugees, and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) for these meetings. 
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IRCC PRESENTATION 

 

SPEAKERS: 

 
Vancouver Island:  Cindy Wong, Manager – Integration, Settlement Network, IRCC 
 
Interior North:   Cindy Wong, Manager – Integration, Settlement Network, IRCC 
 
Metro Vancouver:  Cindy Wong, Manager – Integration, Settlement Network, IRCC 
 
Fraser Valley:   Cindy Wong, Manager – Integration, Settlement Network, IRCC 

 

BACKGROUND: 

 
The Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) program supports language training in 
English to adult newcomers who are permanent residents of BC. Since 2014, Immigration, Refugees 
& Citizenship Canada (IRCC) has been the main funder for LINC programming in British Columbia.  

 

PRESENTATION: 

 

HR Update 

There were 42 full time staff in Vancouver originally, and now there are 30 staff members.   

- Director - Sophia Lee 

- Two Managers – Tiana Solares & Cindy Wong 

- Senior Program Policy Advisor – Darcy Bromley 

- Four Supervisors 

- Other staff include Integration Program Officers, RAP Officers, and assistants 

- There are six new program officers this fiscal year and have completed filed redistribution 

within the unit 

- There are seven non-permanent employees newly hired in anticipation for Phase II of 

Operation Syrian Refugees  

Many settlement officers have moved and taken new roles within IRCC and government, so IRCC is 

looking at file redistribution, and rotating staff to different files. There are also new officers taking on 

files.   

Organizational Changes 

Previously, the Operations sector was operated under separate regions: Eastern, Ontario, Western, 

with a regional director that managed each region. As of September 12, 2016, new network structures 

have been implemented: domestic network, settlement network, and international network. The 

settlement network is now reporting to Director General, Stephanie Kirkland.  
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The new networks allow for a single integrated network with more consistency of ideas and 

discussions across the country.  

Syrian Refugee Update 

There are now two RAP (Resettlement Assistance Program) Centres, whereas previously IRCC had 

only one in Vancouver at Welcome House in ISSofBC.  There was the addition of ICA in Victoria this 

year and 300 refugees will come through Victoria by the end of the fiscal year.  

Five Spoke communities (Abbotsford, Nanaimo, Prince George, Kelowna & Vernon) will directly 

receive GAR’s (Government Assisted Refugees); in the past, Service Provider Organizations (SPO’s) 

were subcontracted through ISS to have refugees stream through. Spokes are now set up as their 

own destinations and 150 GAR’s will go to the Spoke communities over the next three months.  

Between Nov 4, 2015 and Sept 11, 2016, 30,647 Syrians arrived in Canada. Since March 1st 2016, BC 

has received 2346 Syrian refugees (71% GARS, 16% PSRs (Privately Sponsored Refugees), 13%, 

BVORs (Blended-Visa Office Referrals). As for the destining centre breakdown, 88% came to 

Vancouver & Spoke communities and 12% of GARs were destined for Victoria. 31 communities 

outside of Metro Vancouver, Victoria and SPOKE communities have welcomed Syrian refugees. Cities 

where the majority of permanent accommodations were secured are Surrey, Coquitlam, Burnaby, 

Vancouver, Victoria, and Delta.  

IRCC anticipates a similar number of refugees to arrive between September and December 2016. 

Over 1000 Syrian refugees will come and this will include regular GAR arrivals. On average, BC 

receives 800 GARS per year. The Matching Centre will destine GARs to the five Spoke communities 

directly.  

Last year, most Syrians came on charter flights, but now they are coming on commercial flights, which 

will change logistics of arrivals. In terms of finding permanent housing, housing search workers are 

actively engaged in searching for permanent accommodations, and workers are trying to establish 

expectations surrounding housing options and acceptance. IRCC is doing their best to bring back 

business as usual, with a maximum stay of two weeks in hotels for newly arrived refugees.  

CFP Update 

Applicants should have received letters by the end of September about the status of their proposal. 

Integration Officers should have reached out to successful applicants to begin the process of 

negotiations.  

Since last year, priorities have shifted in terms of programing; for example, youth and mental health. 

Officers will be working with SPO’s to outline the shift in priorities and organizations will have 

opportunity to shift programming to address these priorities.  
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Language Waitlists Update 

IRCC implemented new national waitlist guidelines as of May 2nd, 2016 in an effort to manage and 

reduce waitlist numbers. In April 2016, IRCC asked BC organizations for their waitlist numbers. At that 

time, the number of clients on the waitlist was 7,490, the longest of any other province in Canada.  

As of August 2016, IRCC has been cleaning up the waitlists, looking to verify if the clients are eligible 

and removing new Canadian citizens and non-eligible clients from the list. IRCC has requested SPO’s 

call clients on the waitlist to ensure they are still interested in language classes.  

At this time, the number of clients on the waitlist has reduced, but new clients have also been added. 

Waitlist numbers are a moving target.  

BC allocated $2.9 million additional funding in 2016-2017 to create approximately 69 additional 

classes and 1,242 seats for clients CLB 1-4 in priority areas such as Surrey, Tri-Cities, Burnaby/New 

Westminster and Victoria where the vast majority of refugees have settled.  

IRCC New Priorities  

 Youth programming  

 Mental health programming 

 Innovative language programming & informal learning 

 Access to programs for refugee women; incorporating child minding 

 Domestic violence – introducing Canadian culture around domestic violence issues 

 Employment – barriers to employment specifically for refugees  

Language Companions  

IRCC will make one more call out in the Fall to order language companions for the rest of the fiscal 

year. Organizations are encouraged to bulk up by ordering extra so that they have enough to last the 

rest of the fiscal year.There will only be two call outs per fiscal year going forward.   

 

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Management of waitlists; removing clients who have obtained citizenship 

 Supports for clients with mental health issues 

 Accommodating incoming refugee clients 

 Validating clients in iCARE 

 Accommodating BCSIS funded clients in LINC classrooms 

 Hour caps for BCSIS funded clients in LINC classrooms 
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DISCUSSION RESPONSES 

 
IRCC provided responses to the above discussion points. As well, IRCC provided the following 
information as a follow up to inquires around iCARE:  
 
With respect to iCARE validation, when entering a client into iCARE, use their Unique Client Identifier 
(UCI). This could be their FOSS /GCMS Client ID which is a  number is found on their Permanent 
Resident Card. Their Temporary Resident, Minister’s Permit Number, or IMM5292, IMM5509, 
IMM1000 Number can also be used. The UCI value must match the ID type selected, for example: 
 

-FOSS/GCMS Client ID must be 8 digits, e.g. 12345678. 
-Temporary Resident / Minister’s Permit Numbers always start with the letter M, followed by 9 
digits, e.g. M123456789. 
-IMM Numbers must start with one of the following letters; A, H, J, G, I, W or T, and be 
followed by 9 digits, e.g. W123456789. (If fewer numbers are entered, iCARE will automatically 
add leading 0s, e.g.W1234567 will automatically be changed to W001234567.) 

 
The client’s date of birth is also needed in order to validate them in iCARE. Please note, however, that 

‘validating’ the client is not the same thing as determining eligibility. Validating only confirms that the 

UCI provided is a valid IRCC-issued number. iCARE does not interface with IRCC’s internal client 

database and cannot determine whether or not a client is eligible to receive IRCC services. Anyone 

who has ever had a UCI and date of birth will validate in iCARE so it is always up to the organization 

to determine if the client is eligible for IRCC funded settlement services. Client eligibility for IRCC-

funded settlement services is determined by the program, not the iCARE system, and any uncertainty 

should be clarified with a Program Officer. 

 

With respect to clients who become Canadian Citizens part way through a session, when Permanent 

Residents, including refugees, become Canadian citizens, they are no longer eligible for Settlement 

Program services. However, these clients should not experience a disadvantage because they have 

chosen to obtain citizenship and a period of time is needed for the transition from IRCC services to 

those offered by other departments (e.g. Human Resources and Skills Development Canada) or 

provinces/territories. Clients who become Canadian citizens part way through their language class 

term, therefore, can continue in the program until their  term of enrollment ends. 

 

For iCARE inquiries, please contact Cindy Wong, Manager, Integration – Settlement Network at 

cindy.Wong@cic.gc.ca.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:cindy.Wong@cic.gc.ca
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PROVINCE PRESENTATION 

SPEAKERS: 

 

Vancouver Island:  Dominic Fung, Program Advisor, Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 

 

Interior North:   Dominic Fung, Program Advisor, Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 

 

Metro Vancouver:  Vicki Chiu, Senior Program Advisor, Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 

 

Fraser Valley:   Lucy Swib, Director, Immigrant Integration, Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills  

Training 

 

BACKGROUND: 

 

The Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and Skills Training (JTST) funds clients ineligible for IRCC funding for 

LINC programs through BCSIS (British Columbia Settlement and Integration Services). BC clients 

eligible for formal English Language Training (ELT) services, such as placement into LINC or IELTS 

(International English Language Testing System) preparation classes, are: 

 

1. Foreign workers who are seeking assistance to apply for immigration, have a legitimate 

pathway through a federal or provincial immigration program, but are lacking in English 

proficiency to meet the language requirements of the program (this would include low skill 

workers who need to earn higher language points to be successful in the selection pool of a 

Provincial Nominee Program category); and  

 

2. Naturalized citizens who are seeking settlement/employment counselling and in need of 

language upgrading to enter an employment training program recommended by the counsellor 

or to access other employment services and support (this would include clients who need basic 

English to access WorkBC services). 

 

JTST also provides funding for language training through Skills Connect, soon to be Career Paths.  

 

PRESENTATION: 

 

JTST Immigrant Integration Program Updates 

The current contract for BCSIS funding ends in March 2017. In late October or early November, the 

province will be able to enter into programming funding negotiations/discussions. The province is in 

the process of making plans & decisions for funding, which will be decided by the end of November. 
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Vicki Chiu has been sending out program updates on a regular basis, with the purpose of providing 

guidance on delivering BCSIS funding. The questions that are received from SPO’s about BCSIS 

inform the content of the bulletins.  

Program Bulletin #6 (see Appendix 3) reviews the changes to limitations on language training for 

BCSIS-funded clients. The new guidelines for language training are between 400 – 600 hours of 

classroom time.  

The Province is working on an initiative to provide vulnerable clients with open work permits to stay in 

the country to work. These clients include temporary workers who are in unsafe work situations or 

experiencing violations in human rights standards.  

The Province also encourages language providers to consider applying for the Canada-B.C. Job Grant 

(https://www.workbc.ca/Employer-Resources/Canada-BC-Job-Grant.aspx), an employer-driven, cost-

sharing program that helps employers invest in training for their current or future employees. Two 

streams of special interest to language providers are the Refugee Fund, and the Underrepresented 

Groups Stream. The Canada-B.C. Job Grant is continuing to accept applications with training start 

dates between Jan. 1 – Mar. 31, 2017, for all streams. 

Skills Connect 

Skills Connect is a labour market program for skilled immigrants. Funding for the program is extended 

to the end of March 2017, pending the launch of Career Paths for Skilled Immigrants. There will be a 

three month overlap between the two programs. The province is working with Skills Connect providers 

to establish a client transition plan, and once finalized, the information will be provided to agencies.  

For the new Career Paths program, the province posted a call for proposals in August and it closed in 

September. Career Paths is currently in the final stages of procurement, and the results will be 

announced in November and the province will start negotiating contracts to be in place by December. 

The program will start on January 2nd and is jointly funded with IRCC.  

The new Career Paths program will be based on case management, like Skills Connect. The model 

includesintake and eligibility assessment. Then a counsellor will follow the client, establish a plan, look 

at skills enhancement services, and later match the client with a mentor and provide job search 

counselling.  

Career Paths will have three streams of programming, and serve 1000 – 1200 skilled immigrants a 

year. Eligible clients are permanent residents or protected persons, with a minimum of one year 

experience in their profession for youth (19 – 30), 3 years of experience for other adults. Questions 

about eligibility should be sent to Joni Rose, Senior Program Advisor at JTST.  

 

 

 

https://www.workbc.ca/Employer-Resources/Canada-BC-Job-Grant.aspx
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Refugee Readiness Fund 

The province put in $1 million dollars for Refugee Response Funds this year. This funded the Refugee 

Readiness HUB, which is a web portal with resources, and a 1-800 clinician line for questions about 

health and mental health issues.  

Through the HUB, training was provided to refugee response teams in Victoria, Prince George, 

Kelowna, the Lower Mainland, and the Fraser Valley. All five teams are in the process of implementing 

action plans.  

The Refugee Response Team Network holds meetings once a month for people to network and share 

best practices. It is also an opportunity for team members to identify emerging issues  

The one time funding for this project ends March 2017.    

JTST/IRCC Partnership 

The Transition Settlement Agreement (TSA) that was in place for two fiscal years (2014/2015 and 

2015/2016) is now concluded, and all deferred transition funding has been spent.  

The TSA has been succeeded by the Canada-BC Settlement Arrangement as of April 1st, 2016. This 

agreement outlines the continued collaboration between the provincial and federal government 

concerning the common interests and settlement needs of newcomers to Canada. Areas of 

collaboration include: BCSIS, Career Paths for Skilled Immigrants, Employment Collaboration Project, 

and the Syrian Refugee initiative. 

Changes to Organizational Structure at JTST 

The immigration programs are under the Workforce and Immigrant Integration Division. Lucy Swib is 

the Director of Immigrant Integration, and now reports to Cloe Nicholls, Executive Director of 

Immigration Policy. For SPO’s, the first point of contact is Karina Lai (Contract Officer) and Dominic 

Fung (Program Advisor), and they will forward issues through the appropriate avenues.  

Looking Forward 

The following is a general outline of the expected timeline of provincial immigration programs:  

October -  Career Paths Procurement, BCSIS Review 

November -  Career Paths & BCSIS Notification of Awards 

December-  Career Paths & BCSIS contract negotiations 

January -  Career Paths Launch 

March -  Skills Connect & RRF conclude 

April -   Renewed BCSIS 
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KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Eligibility for BCSIS funding for entrepreneur class immigrants, Temporary Foreign Workers, 

and Naturalized citizens. 

 Training for refugee clients to access provincial social assistance. 

 Use of the CLBPT for placement of clients in provincially funded programs. 

DISCUSSION RESPONSES 

The Province provided responses to the above discussion points. As well, they provided the following 
information as a follow up to inquires around the Canadian Language Benchmark Placement Test.   
 

BCSIS Program Update #7 answers the following questions:  

 

1) Will the CLBPT (Canadian Language Benchmark Placement Test) still be used for placement 

into BCSIS programs? 

 

Yes, you should use CLBPT to place BC clients into purchased LINC seats so that they are at 

the same level as their IRCC funded peers. You may also use whatever means you think 

appropriate to assess your clients before placing them into other language training programs in 

your organization or IELTS preparation classes provided by a third party. But since the new 

language intake criteria is based on either a need to meet immigration requirements or to 

access WorkBC or other employment training recommended for the client, you will also need 

to know the minimum language requirement of the immigration category/stream the client is 

applying under or discuss the entry requirement of the recommended employment training with 

the Employment Services Centre. 

 

2) Are IELTS classes funded under BCSIS? 

 

Yes, see above. 
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CMAS REPORT 

SPEAKERS:  

 

Vancouver Island:  Bev Guest, BC Consultant, CMAS (in person) 

Interior North:   Helen Crouch, Team Lead, CMAS (via phone) 

Metro Vancouver:  Helen Crouch, Team Lead, CMAS (via phone) 

Fraser Valley:   Helen Crouch, Team Lead, CMAS (via phone) 

BACKGROUND 

 

CMAS (Childminding Monitoring, Advisory, and Support) is an IRCC-funded organization which works 

with all provinces to support the childminding aspect of LINC. In BC, CMAS serves as a consulting 

body only, and offers training, resources, and workshops to the childminding staff associated with the 

LINC programs.  

 

REPORT 

 

CMAS reported on a number of opportunities for professional development for childminding 

professionals. This year was the third year of doing a two day workshop for newcomer children. The 

workshop was held in September and well received, with staff from across the province. CMAS also 

reported on upcoming workshops for Working with Refugee Children to be held in Vancouver in 

November. The workshop focuses on increasing awareness and understanding of refugee children, 

and is available in 3 hour or 5 hour formats. CMAS also provides special needs support for agencies. 

The special needs consultant is technologically savvy and can help to give strategies to staff via 

Skype if needed. The consultant is also available for short lunchtime trainings for staff convenience.  

As well, there is an anaphylaxis and allergies quick tips tutorial online. The tutorial is 8 minutes long, 

and gives basics for staff in the case of a severe allergic reaction. There are also resources regarding 

separation, lice and biting.  

 

The BC consultant for CMAS, Bev Guest, has retired from her position and all inquiries and requests 

for support should now go to Helen Crouch, Team Lead at CMAS.  

 

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Resources for separation anxiety, mental health & children with special needs 

 CLB level of resources for parents 

 Access to childminding services & workshops  
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DISCUSSION RESPONSES 
 
In response to accessing CMAS workshops for a fee:  
 

 If organizations are not funded by IRCC and would like to have access to CMAS training, they 
can email their request to Helen Crouch, Team Leader at helencrouch@cmascanada.ca.   

 

 CMAS is looking at returning to the Vancouver area in late January or February next year, and 
it is possible to add an additional training in the Fraser area if there is a need. Contact Helen 
Crouch for more details.  
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LINC HOME STUDY REPORT 

SPEAKERS:  

 

Vancouver Island:  Adriana Viggiani, Program Manager – Distance Education, Centre for Education 

and Training (via phone) 

North/Interior:  Adriana Viggiani, Program Manager – Distance Education, Centre for Education 

and Training (via phone)  

BACKGROUND:  

 

LINC Home Study is a free English language training program for eligible newcomers to Canada who 

cannot attend regular classes. The LINC curriculum allows students to learn about Canada and the 

Canadian way of life while learning English. Students study online or by correspondence and work 

one-on-one with a TESL certified teacher each week. 

LINC Home Study is funded by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada and delivered by the 

Centre for Education & Training through LEAD (Language Education at a Distance). 

REPORT:  

LINC Home Study reported on the current status of the program in BC. In August, IRCC approved an 

increase in the number of seats for the province. There were 40 seats available in the program before 

August, and IRCC then approved 35 more seats, for a total of 75 seats in the program. As of early 

October, only 56 out of 75 seats had been filled. There were still 19 seats available to referred clients 

to start lessons right away. Remote assessments have also been implemented in some communities, 

so LINC Home Study was interested in hearing how the process was proceeding.  

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Access to remote assessments  

 

DISCUSSION RESPONSES 

 

IRCC provided responses to the above discussion points. As well, the Centre for Canadian Language 

Benchmarks (CCLB) and Kamloops Immigrant Services provided the following information as a follow 

up to inquires around assessments for the Interior/North regions: 

For remote assessments in BC, for the time being, ILVARC (Immigrant Language and Vocational 

Assessment – Referral Centre)in Calgary will be taking care of all BC remote assessments until a 

more permanent solution is in place.  The IRCC Vancouver office should be or should have already 

asked remote locations in BC to get in touch with ILVARC to schedule the assessments.  
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In the event Language Providers wish to connect with ILVARC, the person to contact is listed below: 

Mylan Nguyen 

Language Assessor / Special Projects Coordinator, ILVARC 

Tel: 403-262-2656 ext. 427 

Email: mylann@immigrantservicescalgary.ca 

 

For itinerant assessments, Kamloops Immigrant Services has two certified CLBPT Assessors on site.  

IRCC requested that KIS send an assessor to Prince George, Dawson Creek, Smithers, Terrace and 

Kitimat when each site has a minimum of 7 clients in need of assessments.  Assessments were 

conducted in Prince George on October 7 and in Kitimat on October 28.  KIS is currently in touch with 

all 5 northern service providers and they are looking forward to being informed of their assessment 

requirements.  Kamloops Immigrant Services expects to conduct assessments every two to four 

weeks, as service providers meet the minimum number of assessment targets. Please see the contact 

details for Christopher Buchner, LINC Coordinator at Kamloops Immigrant Services, below: 

 

Christopher Buchner  

LINC Coordinator / Instructor, CLBPT Assessor, Kamloops Immigrant Services 

Tel: 778-470-6101 

Email: esl-chris@kcris.ca  
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PBLA REPORT 
SPEAKERS 

 

Interior/North:  Lisa Herrera, PBLA Regional Coach, Centre for Canadian Language 

Benchmarks (CCLB) 

Metro Vancouver:  Ryan Drew, PBLA Regional Coach, Centre for Canadian Language 

Benchmarks (CCLB) 

Fraser Valley:  Lisa Herrera, PBLA Regional Coach, Centre for Canadian Language 

Benchmarks (CCLB) 

BACKGROUND 

 

Portfolio-Based Language Assessment (PBLA) is a teaching and assessment model designed to 

enhance nationwide consistency and standards of quality in English as a Second Language (ESL) 

training for adult newcomers to Canada.   

 

The Centre for Canadian Language Benchmarks (CCLB) is supporting Immigration, Refugees, and 

Citizenship Canada (IRCC) to implement PBLA in Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada 

(LINC) programs across Canada. PBLA implementation began in 2014, and there are four cohorts of 

lead instructors across the country.  

 

REPORT  

 
PBLA is now in place across the country.  Cohort One is in full implementation.  At this time, Cohort  

Four is the last Cohort planned to train Lead Instructors.   

 

Cohort Two, which started in the fall of 2014, has now trained all their classroom instructors and 

should be preparing to offer Session 9 of the implementation training in December or January.  The 

revised Session 9 has just become available on the CCLB website so any Lead Instructors in Cohort 

Two should make sure to go there to get the new outline and handouts.  Cohort Two will do the next 

training session, session 10, sometime in May or June of 2017.  At that time, Cohort Two programs 

will be in full implementation with all instructors, using only PBLA to assign CLB levels in skills and 

utilizing the revised PBLA progress report and Learner Conference Summary to give feedback to 

students. 

Cohort Four, which started in fall of 2015, has just had their Lead Instructors certified over the 

summer.  The Lead Instructors had their training on the PBLA Implementation package in September 

and they should be starting to train classroom instructors in November.  Training will take place until 

March 31, 2017. On April 1, 2017, all classroom teachers in Cohort Four will begin implementing 

PBLA in their classrooms.  Cohort Four will be in full implementation in May or June of 2018.   
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To support programs in the implementation process, Lead Instructors have access to online forums 

through the CCLB Moodle.  All forums are closely monitored by Regional Coaches who have access 

to the PBLA Lead team and the CCLB to answer all PBLA related questions and to indicate which 

questions must be answered by the funder. Cohort Two is participating in an implementation forum for 

Cohorts One, Two, and Three  combined.  This is a very active forum so Lead Instructors should be 

monitoring it regularly as there is a lot of important information there. Cohort Four is in a separate 

forum due to their current stage of implementation. Cohort Four Lead Instructors are strongly 

encouraged to make use of this forum as it is the most direct line of communication to get information 

and direction from the PBLA team on all areas of PBLA. For upcoming negotiations, organizations 

should keep in mind that the Lead Teacher position (5 hours per week) is meant to be ongoing and 

should include this in program planning.  

 

Many Cohort Two programs have asked about how to deal with training new classroom teachers who 

have been hired since the PBLA training was completed in March. This fall, the CCLB launched their 

Introduction to PBLA for Classroom Instructors online course.  There are currently six classes running 

with teachers across the country. The training is 6 weeks and it is facilitated by a Regional Coach.  

Teachers need to commit 3 hours per week to the training as there are weekly readings, quizzes, 

discussion forums and assignments that must be completed to receive the classroom teacher’s 

certificate.  If organizations are in Cohort Two and have new teachers who need PBLA training, they 

should email training@language.ca.  There will be new classes running after Christmas.  Please note 

that organizations will be asked to submit evidence that the teachers have had CLB training in the last 

two years.  If the teachers are brand new to LINC and the CLB, they can enroll in the CLB bootcamp 

on the CCLB website.  The CLB bootcamp is a self-paced online course that teaches about the CLB 

document and the new ESL for ALL (Adult Literacy Learners).  For more information, organizations 

should refer to the recent PBLA Update for Lead teachers and Administrators that was sent to Cohorts 

Two and Three.  Some Cohort Two programs have also been asking about how to deal with situations 

where they have lost a trained PBLA Lead Instructor for some reason.  First of all, if that is the case 

that an organization has lost a Lead Instructor, or has changed Administrators, organizations need to 

notify Kathy Hughes, the Program Manager for PBLA at the CCLB (khughes@language,ca), right 

away to make sure that the program is still getting the CCLB updates that it needs.  To address the 

need for new Lead Instructors, the CCLB will soon be launching a PLAR process for classroom 

teachers to become Lead Instructors.  Classroom instructors with some experience using PBLA in 

their classrooms will be able to submit an application demonstrating their ability in PBLA for 

consideration to be certified as a Lead Instructor.  The applications will be reviewed by Regional 

Coaches. 

 

In terms of support from the PBLA team for challenges that classroom instructors are facing, the PBLA 

team has focused on two key areas: literacy and multilevel classes.  For multilevel classes, it is 

important to be aware that IRCC has offered guidance.  Programs have to decide what range of CLB 

levels to offer in their classes through negotiations with IRCC, but it is recommended that classes 

have no more than two CLB levels, so a 2/3 class or a 5/6 class, not four or five levels in one class as 

teachers should not be expected to assess more than 3 CLB levels in one class.  The PBLA team is in 
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the process of developing some multilevel exemplars & plans for teachers that will address this range 

of assessing 2 or 3 CLB levels in one class.  For literacy, the PBLA team did a workshop at the last 

TESL Canada conference and are waiting for this support to become available more widely.  The ESL 

Literacy process report has also been revised. There are now two versions, one with drop down 

menus. This document has been made available with progress reports to assist teachers. 

 

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Procurement of Language Companions 

 Online PBLA training for new instructors  

 Training of new lead instructors 

 Ongoing supports for PBLA lead instructors  

 PBLA in multi-level classrooms  

 Resources for implementing PBLA in the classroom  

 Standardization of PBLA across Canada 

 Tutela updates 
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ASSESSMENT CENTRE REPORTS 
SPEAKERS 

 

Metro Vancouver:  Wes Schroeder, Proprietor/Manager, Western ESL Services 

 

Fraser Valley:   Vasso Vahlas, Executive Director, Surrey Language Assessment Centre  

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Assessment centres in the Metro Vancouver and Fraser Valley regions are independent enterprises 

that serve the LINC providers in their respective regions. These centres use the Canadian Language 

Benchmark Placement Test (CLBPT) to assess the English level of the client, and assessors make 

recommendations for class placement based on the results of the CLBPT.  For clients to access LINC 

programs, they must be assessed by a licensed centre that has a Contribution Agreement with IRCC 

for LINC assessment and referral activities. Western ESL Services provides assessments for the 

Metro Vancouver region, and Surrey Language Assessment Centre provides assessments for the 

Fraser Valley region. 

 

REPORT: WESTERN ESL SERVICES 

 

Wes Schroeder from Western ESL Services presented statistics for the iCARE report for assessments 

from April 1, 2016 until September 2016. Please see Appendix 2 for the detailed report.  

There are currently no wait times for assessments at Western ESL Services. Wes mentioned that 

there was some confusion about how to enter benchmarks into iCARE; he encourages institutions to 

contact him if they are unsure.  

Highlights of Report:  

Level Placement Breakdown – there is lots of stability, and little difference year over year. Lower 

levels have decreased a bit despite the influx of Syrian refugees.  

256 Syrian refugees have been assessed between Jan 1st – Sept 2016. 25% were privately 

sponsored. Syrian refugees who are testing at the higher levels tend to be privately sponsored.  

Application and Assessment Volume Comparisons – assessment volumes are on track for the 

fiscal year. There has been a decrease in the volume of assessment from previous years perhaps 

because of long waitlists for language classes that are discouraging clients from applying.  

Various Service Counts Comparisons – Correction to numbers of clients with special learning 

needs: Literacy - 0.22%; Deaf or hard of hearing – 0.41%; Blind or partially sighted – 0.25%; Other – 

0.22%; Total 1.09%. There has been an increase in clients indicating they need support with childcare, 

but these numbers do not represent the increased number of children needing childminding.  
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Demographic Characteristics – 3% increase in clients with refugee status this year over the last 

fiscal year,17.5% of clients assessed this year landed in a different province.  

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Exiting clients from the LINC program in the iCARE system 

 Disability supports 

 iCARE training 

 

REPORT: SURREY LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT CENTRE 

 

Vasso Vahlas from Surrey Language Assessment Centre presented statistics from the iCARE report 

for her centre from April 2015 to March 2016. Please see Appendix 2 for the detailed report.  

There are currently no waitlists for assessments at Surrey Language Assessment Centre. There is a 

two week turn-around time for clients from signing up to receiving the assessment so that the centre 

can complete necessary administrative procedures, such as sending letters to clients who did not 

register in person to inform them of their test date.   

 

Emerging Issues:  

 

- There are no spaces in classes; students keep coming back for a second assessment as their 

assessments expire 

- Clients often don’t get accurate information 

- When clients are referred, the application is not filled out correctly. More training is needed for 

settlement workers 

- Only assessors working for a licensed centre can assess using the CLBPT; Ottawa is 

concerned with BC having too many freelancers 

 

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Client demographics 

 Issues with accessing information through iCARE 

 Re-testing clients whose CLBPT has expired 
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AMSSA PRESENTATIONS 
 

SPEAKERS 

 

Vancouver Island:  Jennifer Cummins, Settlement Language Coordinator, AMSSA 

   Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Research and Information Coordinator, AMSSA 

 

Interior/North:   Jennifer Cummins, Settlement Language Coordinator, AMSSA 

   Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Research and Information Coordinator, AMSSA 

 

Metro Vancouver:  Jennifer Cummins, Settlement Language Coordinator, AMSSA 

   Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Research and Information Coordinator, AMSSA 

 

Fraser Valley:   Jennifer Cummins, Settlement Language Coordinator, AMSSA 

   Sabrina Ziegler, Settlement Coordinator, AMSSA 

 

SETTLEMENT LANGUAGE PRESENTATION  

 

AMSSA supports settlement language providers in three different areas: services, representation, and 

resources.  

Services: 

AMSSA: 

 Supports LINC providers at the administrative level by email and phone to connect 

administrators with appropriate resources 

 Compiles contact information for LINC providers across the province. Organizes webinars with 

a specific language focus  

 Holds integrated online events, which address both settlement and language related topics 

under one theme. These events include the Virtual Learning Exchange, which is a series of 

webinars aimed at a variety of settlement and language topics, and E-symposia, a 2-hour, 

interactive, online learning events on key sector issues with a panel of expert speakers.  

 Organizes in-person events such as the language regional meetings  

 Convenes the Settlement Language Working Group (SLWG), made up of ten members who 

represent a variety of stakeholder interests in the language sectorCommunicates with other 

key language stakeholders such as the province, IRCC (Immigration, Refugees & Citizenship 

Canada), CMAS (Childminding, Monitoring, Advisory & Support), Centre for Canadian 

Language Benchmarks (CCLB), LINC Home Study, and other programs that are associated 

with LINC programming  
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Representation: 

AMSSA: 

 Represents settlement language interests at municipal, regional, provincial, and national 

levels.  

 Chairs the Settlement Language Working Group (SLWG) and convenes meetings four times a 

year  

 Sits on the National Language Advisory Body (NLAB), a pan-Canadian group of language 

representatives who meet to discuss priorities and issues that concern federally funded 

language programming across the country.  

 Works closely with both the provincial and federal governments as a conduit of information 

between the BC language providers and their funders.  

Resources:  

AMSSA houses resources to better support settlement language administrators, staff, and instructors 

in delivering their programs. Online resources for settlement language providers include: 

 LINC Exit & Progress Tests: AMSSA houses the LINC Exit and Progress Tests on our Moodle 

site. This site is secure and users need to request permission to access this resource. If you 

are a LINC provider and need access to the tests, please contact Saeedeh Foghani at 

sfoghani@amssa.org.  

 

 Settlement Net Resources: AMSSA provides language specific resources in the weekly Set 

Net updates. These resources include newsletters, program updates, instructional resources, 

research, and relevant news articles to help settlement language providers keep up to date 

with the sector.  

 

 Language Resource Page: AMSSA has developed a Language Resource Page available on 

the AMSSA website: http://www.amssa.org/language/. This page includes resources on a 

broad range of language specific topics aimed at administrators, staff, and instructors in the 

settlement language field. The resource page is divided into two sections, one section is for 

administrators and staff, and the other section is for language instructors. In the Administrators 

and Staff section, LINC program providers can find resources for waitlist management, 

operational guidelines, and program development. There is also a section for childminding, 

with links to helpful resources for both managers and staff. In the Instructors section, LINC 

instructors can find background information, best practices, and pre-made lessons on specific 

topics related to settlement language. These resources are curated especially to help with 

special issues that come up in the LINC classroom. 

 

Language providers are encouraged to contact the Settlement Language Coordinator, Jennifer 

Cummins, at jcummins@amssa.org or 604-718-2779, if they need support or would like to give 

feedback about resources and activities for the language sector.  
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AMSSA RESOURCES PRESENTATION  

AMSSA’s settlement resources come in a variety of formats - 

 

 Settlement Net 

 Migration Matters 

 Quick links & resources 

 Videos, Webinars, and E-symposia 

 Cultures West Magazine 

Settlement Net is a database of news and resources. It is aimed at all levels of staff in settlement and 

language service provider organizations, but any stakeholder can request log-in details and sign up to 

receive the weekly update.  

To access Settlement Net, a username and password is needed, and this is also signs users up for 

the weekly email update.  

Settlement Net is a searchable database, with media clippings, reports, research, and resources, 

professional development opportunities, and events. Although not all the content is specific to 

language providers, each week there are language-specific resources added to the database and a lot 

of the general resources have relevance for language providers as well. 

AMSSA’s Migration Matters info sheet series consists of two page informational briefings on a 

variety of topics. Each info sheet tries to give a broad overview of the topic with statistics and 

research-based information, as well pointing you in the direction of further research. They are 

designed to give any staff member, whether an employment counsellor or a language instructor, a 

basic background knowledge of the topic to hopefully get off the ground. 

AMSSA chooses the topics based on feedback from service providers so please keep giving us 

suggestions of what information you need. The full archive of past Migration Matters issues are 

available on AMSSA’s website. 

The Quick Links and Resources section of AMSSA’s website hosts collections of links and 

resources around specific topics. The resources are targeted for all levels of settlement staff but 

they’re publically available so anyone can access them. Topics for new collections of resources are 

based on the feedback received from SPO’s.  

For online events, the two main types are E-Symposia, which involve a panel of expert speakers all 

discussing different angles of the same topic, and Webinars, which involve one or more presenters. 

These are usually advertised via email and via Settlement Net. Through online participation, there is 

an opportunity to interact with presenters and other participants.  

Webinars and E-Symposia are posted online after the event in the Videos section of the website. 
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AMSSA’s Cultures West Magazine is published twice a year and can be accessed for free online or 

in print. Each issue has a theme such as refugee women’s health, or housing challenges for 

immigrants and refugees 

To find out when AMSSA creates a new resource, sign up to receive weekly updates from Settlement 

Net. All of AMSSA’s resources will get circulated in the weekly updates along with resources from 

other organizations and media clippings. For help signing up for Set Net, email projects@amssa.org.  
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SETTLEMENT LANGUAGE WORKING GROUP CONSULTATIONS 
 

FACILITATORS 
 

Vancouver Island:  Todd Kitzler, ICA of Greater Victoria  
 

Interior/North:   Betty Knight, Columbia Basin Alliance for Literacy   
 

Metro Vancouver:  Ryan Drew, S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
 

Fraser Valley:   Colleen Frick, New Directions English Language School   
 

BACKGROUND 

 

What is the Settlement Language Working Group? 

The Settlement Language Working Group is made up of ten members that represent key stakeholders 

in settlement language programming for the province. The group informs AMSSA of current issues in 

the sector, and takes on initiatives to support language providers in the administration of LINC 

programming. AMSSA works closely with the BC/Yukon IRCC office to share information from the 

Settlement Language Working Group and discuss relevant issues and challenges that are present in 

the settlement language sector. AMSSA also holds a seat on the National Language Advisory Body 

(NLAB), and can bring issues forward on behalf of the Settlement Language Working Group and all 

BC language providers to a national level with IRCC as an audience.  

What is the purpose of the group?  

 Function as a liaison and/or communication channel between language service providers, 

government, and other key stakeholders  

 Act as a reference group to identify and speak to priorities of needs and services in the BC 

settlement language sector  

 Assist with IRCC consultations and program reviews, as needed  
 

What are the current responsibilities of the group? 

 Inform on the agenda and topics of discussion for the Regional Meetings  

 Determine the membership selection and process for the Settlement Language Working Group 

(To start on March 31st, 2017)  

 Draft a three year strategic plan for the group 

 Bring forward information and recommendations that reflect the needs of the language sector 

 Convene committees to address and advise on specific issues present in the language sector 

 Review and update policy related to the settlement language sector and make suggestions for 

changes to the BC Operational Guidelines 

 Liaise with CMAS to identify and bring forward any issues related to childminding programs 

related to LINC programming 
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What is the purpose of the strategic planning consultations? 

 To gather input from language providers on the function and purpose of the Settlement 

Language Working Group in representing their interests 

 To consult with language providers on how membership in the group is determined and what 

areas of the sector need representation 

 To determine what expectations language providers have for the members of the Settlement 

Language Working Group  

 To identify preferred communication strategies between Settlement Language Working Group 

members and language providers 

 

Currently, there is an interim membership of the group that will end on March 31st, 2017. The present 

members represent the following areas: PBLA, BCTEAL, the colleges, the school districts, the 

assessment centres, and one representative for each of the IRCC regions, with the North/Interior 

combined. Members are volunteers from a variety of different organizations across BC.  

The interim membership will be meeting on November 24th, 2016 to create a strategic plan for the 

Settlement Language Working Group for the next three years. During this session, the following 

questions will be discussed:  

1) What is the function of the group in representing the interests of language providers in 

BC?  

2) How will membership in the group be determined? 

3) How will the group communicate with language providers in the province? 

4) What are the expectations of the members of the group? 

 

AMSSA and the Settlement Language Working Group sought input from all settlement language 

providers in the province so that moving forward, the purpose, function, and membership of the group 

reflect the needs of the sector. 
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VANCOUVER ISLAND DISCUSSION SUMMARY 
 

Function 

- There should be a liaison who is available to LINC staff to contact to highlight emerging issues 

- Regional representatives could provide reports on regional trends and issues 

- There could be focus groups with instructors 
 

Representation 

- Small communities need representation 

- There could be an employment representative 

- There should be a category for community providers 

- For PBLA, it is a teaching system, not an entity in need of representation 

- LINC Home Study could also be part of this group (as a guest) 

 

Membership  

- A selection process would help ensure there is value and equal representation 

- 1 – 2 years is a reasonable term for membership 

- Outgoing members should be part of the selection committee 

- It is important to stage terms so that the history remains with the group  

 

Communication 

- Reports and minutes from the group are a good idea; these could be posted on Set Net 

- Written reporting from organizations is a good idea; but it needs structure, ex: top three 

challenges, trends, best practices, class numbers, etc. 

- Keep SPO’s informed about what actions are being taken up and by who to follow up on issues 

presented to the SLWG 

- Regional meetings can be used as an opportunity for the regional rep to report to the region 

- Regular communication are important, but monthly could be too much 

- Online options could be used to discuss issues; like GoToTraining or a central online place to 

find information 

 

Expectations 

- As the group is new, it is difficult to determine the number of hours needed for the group  

- Transparency is important 
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INTERIOR/NORTH DISCUSSION SUMMARY 

 

Function 

- The SLWG should give opportunities to SPO’s to consult and provide input on new initiatives 

- There could be a subcommittee that looks at funding opportunities 

- The SLWG could provide more information on resources that are available to SPO’s 

- The group should have concrete deliverables 

- Actions need to be taken on the feedback given to the SLWG  

- Representatives need to push issues forward to make sure they get addressed 

- The SLWG should advocate for change 

- Possible subcommittees; PBLA, smaller communities, refugee integration 

 

Representation 

- Smaller centre representation is missing; smaller community issues are very different from 

urban centres  

- The Interior and North regions are combined; there should be separate representatives for 

each region. This would ensure equitable representation of the two regions on the committee. 

 

Membership  

- Interested applicants should apply with a selection process 

- A call for expressions of interest would be a way of keeping membership in the group equitable 

- BCTEAL & Assessment centres can select their own representatives 

- The selection committee should be made up of the current SLWG 

- Job descriptions should be made for those interested in being on the SLWG so that the 

expectations and duties are clear  

- There should be a term of membership in place 
 

Communication 

- Quarterly communication is reasonable, with contact every three months 

- Facilitating communication is important and having identifiable representatives 

- Clear communication should be given to the whole region on the group’s activities 

- Online conferencing and surveys could help with communicating trends and issues 

- AMSSA could have a website to post communications between organizations and the group 

- There could be a blog for updates & reminders 

- The main communication channel should be between regional representatives and the 

organizations 

- Summary reports from the group are quite long; newsletters, bulletins, one page summaries 

are easier to digest. They should contain regional issues and action items 

- Follow up is very important  

- AMSSA should copy communications to the Province and IRCC, and report on 

communications with the NSC/Province/IRCC 
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Expectations 

- IRCC could provide an honorarium or compensation for the group 

- Open communication is important 

- Confidentiality is important  
 

 

METRO VANCOUVER DISCUSSION SUMMARY  

 

Function 

- BC SPO’s need a voice/representation nationally 

- The SLWG should advocate to keep BC issues heard 

- Structured consultations should be held with SPO’s  

- Recommendations should be brought forward based on consultations with SPO’s  

- The SLWG can consult with other provinces to compare provincial and regional issues 

- Reporting back to the SPO’s is a key function of the group  

- The SLWG can work to raise the profile of language providers with government  

- The SLWG should have input into establishing priorities for funding 

 

Representation 

- Non-profit and private school representation is missing 

- PBLA might not be needed on the committee 

- There should be a balance in the group; consideration of the regions all representatives are 

from  

- Members of the group should have a variety of expertise, including childminding program 

management 

- There should be a mix of organizations in the group; members should be impartial to represent 

the interests of all LINC providers 

 

Membership  

- Interested persons should express their interest and then organizations should vote 

- It is important to consider how a diversity of voices will be heard in the process 

- BC TEAL can pick their own representative 

- There should be staggered terms; elections every 2-3 years 

- There should be allowance for alternates to fill-in  
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Communication 

- There should be reports after each meeting sent out to SPO’s, which include regional 

representative reports 

- There should be an avenue to express questions and concerns to be brought up at meetings 

- Minutes and reports can be posted behind a password protected system, and emailed directly 

out to SPO’s 

- A call for agenda items for the SLWG meetings should be sent out from regional reps to SPO’s 

before each meeting 

- Online platforms should be considered as a means of communication 

- Quarterly communication is reasonable 

 

Expectations 

- The regional representative has to be accessible, open, approachable, and responsive 

- Expectations for responses should be put into place, such as emails are answered within 48 

hours 

- Communication and consultation are very important  

 

FRASER VALLEY DISCUSSION SUMMARY 

 
Function 

- The SLWG should look at policy and guidelines to ensure consistency between organizations 
across the province 

- Regular consultation with organizations is important  
- Organizations should be surveyed about their needs and issues 
- The SLWG should advise the government on issues and trends in the sector 
- The SLWG could provide more networking opportunities so that the representatives know what 

is happening ‘on the ground’  
 

Representation 

- Non-profit and community-based representation is missing 

- Private schools representation is missing 

- Possibly consider adding a WorkBC or employment representative  

- The SLWG should combine representation roles to ensure broader representation; ex. the 

school district representative is also the Fraser Valley representative 

 

Membership  

- Nominations or volunteering instead of elections to ensure equal representation 

- For new membership, half the SLWG could have membership up for renewal  

- BCTEAL can select their own representative 

- Alternates are beeded, but there should be a process for selecting them 

- Above all, there needs to be transparency in the process 
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Communication 

- Regional representatives should be clearly identified so organizations can communicate issues  

- Information should be sent out centrally via AMSSA, one mechanism could be Set Net 

- Quarterly updates are sufficient as the SLWG meetings are quarterly 

- To gather information from SPO’s, there should be a call out before each meeting for 

information/reports/etc. 

- Meeting minutes should be distributed to all language providers 

- Online communications such as forums could be an option for communicating issues 

 

Expectations 

- Representatives should attend meetings 

- Representatives should be clear in forwarding messages from the sector/region 

- Issues need to be brought forward to the government 

- Four meetings are fine, but allow for ad hoc or extraordinary meetings if needed 

- More face-to-face with organizations is needed 

- Time expectations are uncertain at this point as SPO’s and the group are learning to deal with 

AMSSA, BC TEAL and new program officers 
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PBLA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SESSION 
 

FACILITATOR  

 

Vancouver Island:  Lisa Herrera, PBLA Regional Coach, Centre for Canadian Language 

Benchmarks (CCLB) 

BACKGROUND 

 

With funding from Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) and the Ministry of 

Citizenship and Immigration (MCI) Ontario, CCLB is providing support to administrators and 

instructors as Portfolio Based Language Assessment (PBLA) continues to expand across Canada. 

The second and third IRCC cohorts of certified PBLA Lead Instructors with approximately 145 Lead 

Instructors from British Columbia, Ontario and Manitoba are working closely with classroom instructors 

supporting the use of task-based planning focused PBLA. Cohort Four with approximately 100 

participants from Ontario, the West Coast and a few representatives from the Atlantic region, finalized 

their portfolio submissions and received certification over the summer months. 

Face-to-face PBLA planning implementation meetings for the new PBLA Lead Instructors from IRCC 

will be held in September in Ontario, BC and online.    

The six-week online course “Introduction to PBLA for new Classroom Teachers” will be offered from 

October 3 to November 13 and from October 24 to December 4, 2016. 

With the implementation of PBLA underway across the province, a number of challenges have been 

identified that need to be addressed. Guiding questions were provided to stimulate discussion on the 

key challenges for LINC providers on Vancouver Island.  

1) Multi-Level Classes: What is the make-up of the multi-level classes? How does this present 

challenges in implementing PBLA?  

 

2) Induction of new teachers: What strategies have you implemented with introducing new 

teachers to PBLA?  

 

3) Full Implementation of PBLA: What challenges do you see with the full implementation of 

PBLA?  

 

4) Additional Challenges: Are there any other challenges that come to mind that you’d like to 

discuss?  

 

5) Successes: What has been working so far at your organization? Do you have any success 

stories you’d like to share?  
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY 

 

Multi-level Classes  

IRCC came out with guidelines recently to have no more than 2 CLB levels in a class, and no more 

than three CLBs to assess in one class. Organizations should try to keep split levels within the same 

CLB stage.  CLB 5/6 are closer together, but CLB 4/5 are at different stages and difficult to have in a 

split class. Having a split with 1,2,3, is very difficult, so keeping splits within stages is important.  

The PBLA team is aware of the need for multi-level resources, and are currently working on 

developing these for classroom instructors.  

Some suggestions from organizations to help with multi-level classes are to: 

- Have PD days for sharing resources and lessons.  

- Have monthly themes that are school-wide, which give greater opportunity for sharing 

- Use Lead teachers as a resource for sourcing classroom materials 

- BC TEAL conferences can be an opportunity for sharing resources 

- Encourage instructors to share without providing negative feedback to others; this builds a 

community where it is safe to chare 

Inducting New Teachers to PBLA 

For organizations with teachers new to LINC, the first step is understanding the CLB document 

through the CLB Bootcamp online. Afterwards, new teachers can take the PBLA training online 

courses through the CCLB starting in the winter. For further support, organizations can have a 

seasoned teacher assist a new teacher. Mentorship is a strong support tool.  

Special note: for new teachers, there would be no reduction in artefacts needed for assessment of 

students. Finding supports for new teachers should be done as quickly as possible.  

Full Implementation with PBLA 

For organizations implementing PBLA, positive energy about the process is very important. It needs to 

be recognized that PBLA is a process. Having a staff meeting to get instructors excited to share what 

they are learning helps.  

For organizations with part-time classes, it is difficult to implement PBLA. If a student is in class for 

250 hours, they need 32 artefacts. This means that instructors need to get an artefact by assessing on 

average every 8 hours in class. For students who miss class for employment or childcare reasons, 

there are some accommodations; however, students can’t be evaluated if they don’t have enough 

assessments. There needs to be 8 artefacts per skill to move to next CLB level.  

For teachers leaving organizations, administrators should make sure these teachers have certificates 

indicating they are trained in PBLA.  
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Challenges & Successes 

Challenges:  

 Increased workload for lead teachers 

 Balancing the needs of teachers 

 Having large numbers of classes go through progress reports twice a year  

 Losing teachers and having to train new ones 

 Continuous intake of new students and orienting them to PBLA. There will be a new 2 page 

intro to PBLA added to in-take documents.  

Successes:  

 Students like their binders and it helps with their organization skills 

 Students take learning more seriously and are becoming better learners 
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SESSION 
(ICA OF GREATER VICTORIA)  

SPEAKERS 

 

Interior/North:  Todd Kitzler, Language Services Manager, ICA of Greater Victoria 

 Liz Bean, Coordinator of Volunteer Services, ICA of Greater Victoria 

 

Metro Vancouver:  Todd Kitzler, Language Services Manager, ICA of Greater Victoria 

 Liz Bean, Coordinator of Volunteer Services, ICA of Greater Victoria 

PRESENTATION SUMMARY   

 

Overview of Volunteer Services 

ICA gave an overview of the importance of using volunteers in the LINC classroom, such as making 
meaningful connections and building cultural awareness. They also gave an overview of the different 
types of volunteer positions their organization has, such as conversation buddies, conversation circle 
leaders, pen pals and teacher’s assistants.  

 
Recruitment, Screening and Engagement 

The volunteer coordinator discussed several steps in the recruitment, screening and engagement 

process: Expression of Interest, a visit to the ICA Volunteer Webpage, filling out an Online Application, 

an Interview, Supplemental Forms, Orientation, Volunteer Placement, and Recognition and 

Appreciation.  

Position Descriptions for LINC Volunteers 

ICA has a variety of volunteer job descriptions available online for organizations to reference:  

Conversation Buddy: http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Conversation-Buddy.pdf  

Pen Pal: http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ICA-Pen-Pal.pdf  

Teacher’s Assistant: http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ESL-Teachers-Assistant-

2014.pdf  

 

 

 

 

http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Conversation-Buddy.pdf
http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ICA-Pen-Pal.pdf
http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ESL-Teachers-Assistant-2014.pdf
http://www.icavictoria.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/ESL-Teachers-Assistant-2014.pdf
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Using TA’s in the classroom 

ICA went over a variety of ways to use volunteers in the LINC classroomLINC instructors can use 

volunteers as a second teacher, one on one or in small groups with students, role-plays, 

presentations, and PBLA assessments. ICA also described the benefits of having a volunteer in the 

classroom for students, such as providing a peer for students, extra speaking practice, a different 

personality to bond with, an extra information gatherer and a second opinion on student progress. 

  

Success Stories 

ICA also shared a number of success stories that included mentoring, bonding with clients, clients 

improving their reading and making friendly connections with the volunteers.  

KEY DISCUSSION ITEMS 

 

 Program offerings using volunteers 

 Setting boundaries between volunteers and clients 

 Recruitment and retention of volunteers 

 Onboarding volunteers in the classroom  

 Volunteer management through software 

 Best demographics for retaining volunteers; senior citizens  
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SESSION 
(ISS OF BC)  

 

SPEAKERS:  

 

Fraser Valley:  Thea-Lynne Fiddick, Volunteer Coordinator, ISS of BC 

 Diana Jeffries, Instructor, ISS of BC 

 

PRESENTATION SUMMARY:   

 

Volunteering in Canada 

ISS of BC began the presentation with a few statistics about volunteering in Canada:  

- 12.7 million Canadians (44%) volunteered in 2013. 

- Canadians volunteered 2 billion hours in 2013.  

- Older adults (55 and over) continue to contribute the most (39%) of all hours 

- 51%  of Canadians said they don’t volunteer because no one asked them 

- Canadians top motivations for volunteering are: 

o Contributing to the community 

o Use of skills and experience  

o Personally affected by a cause 

o Improve sense of wellbeing or health 

o Explore Strengths  

o Network or meet people  

o Because friends volunteer  

o Support a cause  

ISS of BC then gave a brief overview of what is needed to manage volunteers at an organization:  

Planning  

- Create a  position description explaining: what volunteers need to do and the required skills 

and abilities to do the task  

- Determine how much time  is required and how many volunteers you need 

- Describe if training or orientation will be provided  

- Find Volunteers with an interest in what you do 

- Create tools that help to recruit volunteers; screening tools, agency requirements around 

volunteers, and criminal record checks  
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Volunteer Resources Available  

- Volunteer Canada: https://volunteer.ca/  

- Volunteer BC www.volunteerbc.bc.ca 

Marketing Strategies 

- Targeted marketing: who would be the best fit for the position? 

- Find volunteers who require the least amount of training and orientation. 

- Target those most interested in what you do and see the benefits of volunteering with you: 

retired teachers and university students are a good  

- University Volunteer Recruitment Programs, SFU, Kwantlen, University of the Fraser Valley 

- Facebook  

- Craigslist  

- Access Existing Volunteer Recruitment Sites:  www.govolunteer.ca , www.charityvillage.com 

www.volunteerbc.bc.ca , http://www.amssa.org/job-search/, 

http://www.kpu.ca/beyondtheclassroom/volunteer/search  

Ensuring Suitable Placement   

- Interview – confirm the purpose and motivation of the volunteers are a fit and if the volunteers 

is in agreement with agency mission 

- Confirm availability 

- Skill Set  - depending on class needs level of previous experience with language learners 

- Ensure compatibility with the program and instructor  

- Provide Orientation/Training  

- Review confidentially requirements  

- Ensure agency requirements are met ie. Criminal Record Check  

Volunteer Placement and Retention  

- Once volunteers are placed, remember to  check in  

- Provide Feedback  

- Appreciate volunteers  

Volunteers in the Classroom:  

Finally, ISS of BC gave a summary on the uses of volunteers in the classroom and how to support 

instructors:   

- Uses for volunteers: ice breakers, engage class during assessments, use for learning stations 

and roleplays, support low level students on computers, supporting PBLA,  

- Volunteers need to be the right fit for the class and for the instructor, administrators can work 

to support instructors when they feel that the volunteer is not the right fit for their classroom.  

https://volunteer.ca/
http://www.volunteerbc.bc.ca/
http://www.govolunteer.ca/
http://www.charityvillage.com/
http://www.volunteerbc.bc.ca/
http://www.amssa.org/job-search/
http://www.kpu.ca/beyondtheclassroom/volunteer/search
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APPENDIX 1 - AGENDAS 
 

VANCOUVER ISLAND LANGUAGE REGIONAL MEETING 

 

AGENDA 
 
9:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.  Registration & Informal Networking 
 
9:30 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.  Welcome / Introductions / Overview of Agenda 

  AMSSA 
 

9:40 a.m. – 10:10 a.m. IRCC - Welcome Remarks 
    Cindy Wong, Manager, Integration–Settlement Network IRCC (Phone) 
 
10:10 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Province of BC - Welcome Remarks 
    Dominic Fung - Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  LINC Home Study Report 
 Adriana Viggiani - Centre for Education & Training (Phone) 

10:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Coffee Break 

11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  CMAS Report 
 Bev Guest - CMAS (Phone) 
 
11:15 p.m. – 12:00 p.m. AMSSA Presentations 

 Language Supports  
Settlement Language Coordinator 

 AMSSA Resources & Settlement Net 
Research & Information Coordinator 

 
12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.  Lunch 
 
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Settlement Language Working Group - Planning Consultation 

Todd Kitzler – ICA of Great Victoria 
 

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 pm.  PD Session: PBLA – Extended Discussion 
 Lisa Herrera, PBLA Regional Coach 

3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Wrap Up / Evaluation 
AMSSA 
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INTERIOR/NORTH LANGUAGE REGIONAL MEETING 

 

AGENDA 
 
9:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.  Registration & Informal Networking 
 
9:30 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.  Welcome / Introductions / Overview of Agenda 

  AMSSA 
 

9:40 a.m. – 10:10 a.m. IRCC - Welcome Remarks 
    Cindy Wong, Manager, Integration – Settlement Network, IRCC 
 
10:10 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Province of BC - Welcome Remarks 
    Dominic Fung - Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  LINC Home Study Report 
 Adriana Viggiani - Centre for Education & Training (Phone) 
 
10:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Coffee Break 
 
11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  CMAS Report 
 Helen Crouch - CMAS (Phone) 
 
11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  PBLA Report 
 Lisa Herrera – ISS of BC (Phone) 
 
11:30 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.  AMSSA Presentations 

 Language Supports 
Settlement Language Coordinator 

 AMSSA Resources & Settlement Net  
Research & Information Coordinator 

 
12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch 
 
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Settlement Language Working Group - Planning Consultation 
 Betty Knight – Columbia Basin Alliance for Literacy  
 
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 pm.   PD Session : Volunteer Management 
    Todd Kitzler & Liz Bean - ICA of Greater Victoria 

3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Wrap Up / Evaluation 
AMSSA 
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METRO VANCOUVER LANGUAGE REGIONAL MEETING 

 

AGENDA 
 

9:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.  Registration & Informal Networking 
 

9:30 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.  Welcome / Introductions / Overview of Agenda 
  AMSSA 
 

9:40 a.m. – 10:10 a.m. IRCC - Welcome Remarks 
    Cindy Wong, Manager, Integration – Western Region IRCC 
 

10:10 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Province of BC - Welcome Remarks 
    Vicki Chiu - Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 
 

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  CMAS Report 
 Helen Crouch - CMAS (Phone) 
 
10:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Coffee Break 
 

11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  PBLA Report 
 Ryan Drew – S.U.C.C.E.S.S. 
 

11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  Assessment Centre 
 Wes Schroeder – Western ESL Services 
 

11:30 p.m. – 12:15 p.m. AMSSA Presentations 

 Language Supports 
Settlement Language Coordinator 

 AMSSA Resources & Settlement Net 
Research & Information Coordinator 

 

12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch 
 

1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Settlement Language Working Group - Planning Consultation 
 Ryan Drew – S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  
 

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.  PD Session : Volunteer Management 
 Todd Kitzler & Liz Bean - ICA of Greater Victoria 
 

3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Wrap Up / Evaluation 
AMSSA 
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FRASER VALLEY LANGUAGE REGIONAL MEETING 

 
AGENDA 
 
9:00 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.  Registration & Informal Networking 
 
9:30 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.  Welcome / Introductions / Overview of Agenda 

  AMSSA 
 

9:40 a.m. – 10:10 a.m. IRCC - Welcome Remarks 
    Cindy Wong, Manager, Integration – Settlement Network, IRCC 
 
10:10 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. Province of BC - Welcome Remarks 
    Joni Rose - Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Skills Training 

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  CMAS Report 
 Helen Crouch- CMAS (Phone) 
 
10:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.  Coffee Break 
 
11:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.  PBLA Report 
 Ryan Drew – S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (Phone) 
 
11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  Assessment Centre Report 
 Vasso Vahlas – Surrey Language Assessment Centre 
 
11:30 p.m. – 12:15 p.m. AMSSA Presentations 

 Language Supports 
Settlement Language Coordinator 

 AMSSA Resources & Settlement Net  
Settlement Coordinator 

 
12:15 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. Lunch 
 
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. Settlement Language Working Group - Planning Consultation 
 Colleen Frick – New Directions English Language School   
  
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. PD Session : Volunteer Management 
 Thea-Lynne Fiddick & Diana Jeffries – ISS of BC  

3:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. Wrap Up / Evaluation 
AMSSA 
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APPENDIX 2 – EVALUATIONS 

 

VANCOUVER ISLAND 
October 5, 2016 | Nanaimo, BC 

Total evaluations: 5 

 

Meeting Logistics  

Please rate the following: Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Pre-event communications   1 (20%) 4 (80%) 

Meeting timing and pacing    5 (100%) 

Meeting format   2 (40%) 3 (60%) 

Meeting venue and facilities   2 (40%) 3 (60%) 

 

Meeting Content 

To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
disagree 

Some-
what 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Some-
what 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

The information presented met my 
expectations 

   1 (20%) 4 (80%) 

The content of the meeting was 
interesting and informative 

   1 (20%) 4 (80%) 

The presenters were engaging and 
knowledgeable 

   1 (20%) 4 (80%) 

The knowledge and skills I gained 
from this meeting will make me 
more effective in my work 

   1 (20%) 4 (80%) 

Overall, I am satisfied with this 
meeting 

   1 (20%) 4 (80%) 

 

Meeting Objectives 

To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
disagree 

Some-
what 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Some-
what 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

I was able to discuss and share 
language issues including best 
practices 

    5 (100%) 

I learned about new resources and 
tools 

    5 (100%) 

I experienced an environment of 
networking, sharing and 
collaboration 

    5 (100%) 
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Meeting Sessions 

Please state how useful you 
found the presentations: 

Not at all 
useful 

Slightly useful Somewhat 
useful 

Very useful 

LINC Home Study Report 
Adriana Viggiani 

 1 (20%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 

CMAS Report 
Bev Guest 

  3 (60%) 2 (40%) 

AMSSA Language Supports 
Jennifer Cummins 

   5 (100%) 

AMSSA Resources  
Lucy Buchanan-Parker 

   5 (100%) 

Settlement Language Working 
Group Consultation 
Todd Kitzler 

  2 (40%) 3 (60%) 

PBLA Extended Discussion 
Lisa Herrera 

   5 (100%) 

 

Other Comments 

What did you like most about the meeting? How will the meeting help you in your work? 

There’s no substitute for face-to-face exchange of info. 

The opportunity to hear from other agencies. 

Meeting colleagues, understanding networks and contacts and discussion of common concerns. 

Face to face meeting, lots of informal discussion with other members. 

Networking and PBLA session. 
 

What suggestions do you have for improvement? How could we make the meeting more useful for 
you?  

I’d suggest better planning/more attention paid to ensuring those joining online could hear all 
proceedings and provide an opportunity for them to provide comments/questions. 

Regular face to face meetings. 
 

How can AMSSA best support you in your work? What topics would you like to see for future 
resources?  

PBLA assessments – multi-level classes and literacy level resources on any and all RWT asks. 

Anything! 
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INTERIOR AND NORTH REGIONS  
October 7, 2016 | Richmond, BC 

Total evaluations: 9 

 

Meeting Logistics  

Please rate the following: Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Pre-event communications   3 (33%) 6 (67%) 

Meeting timing and pacing   6 (67%) 3 (33%) 

Meeting format   6 (67%) 3 (33%) 

Meeting venue and facilities   6 (67%) 3 (33%) 
 

Meeting Content 

To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
disagree 

Some-
what 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Some-
what 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

The information presented met my 
expectations 

   5 (56%) 4 (44%) 

The content of the meeting was 
interesting and informative 

   3 (33%) 6 (67%) 

The presenters were engaging and 
knowledgeable 

   3 (33%) 6 (67%) 

The knowledge and skills I gained 
from this meeting will make me 
more effective in my work 

   4 (44%) 5 (56%) 

Overall, I am satisfied with this 
meeting 

   4 (44%) 5 (56%) 

 

Meeting Objectives 

To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
disagree 

Some-
what 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Some-
what 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

I was able to discuss and share 
language issues including best 
practices 

 1 (11%)  2 (22%) 6 (67%) 

I learned about new resources and 
tools 

  1 (11%) 3 (33%) 5 (56%) 

I experienced an environment of 
networking, sharing and 
collaboration 

   1 (11%) 8 (89%) 
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Meeting Sessions 

Please state how useful you 
found the presentations: 

Not at all 
useful 

Slightly useful Somewhat 
useful 

Very useful 

LINC Home Study Report 
Adriana Viggiani 

  8 (100%)  

CMAS Report 
Bev Guest 

2 (29%) 2 (29%) 3 (43%)  

PBLA Report 
Lisa Herrera 

 2 (25%) 5 (63%) 1 (13%) 

AMSSA Language Supports 
Jennifer Cummins 

   7 (100%) 

AMSSA Resources  
Lucy Buchanan-Parker 

  1 (17%) 5 (83%) 

Settlement Language Working 
Group Consultation 
Ali Wassing 

 1 (13%) 2 (25%) 5 (63%) 

Volunteer Management  
PD Session 
Todd Kitzler and Liz Bean 

  3 (38%) 5 (63%) 

 

Other Comments 

What did you like most about the meeting? How will the meeting help you in your work? 

ICA! And Jenn’s resources. 

Networking and sharing different perspectives. 

Networking / learning about other providers’ program. Try some new things (e.g. pen pal) in our 
program. Use the resources provided. 

Being able to network and chat with others. 

Face to face bring the different organizations together. Felt that we had a voice – thank you. 

Bringing experts in is helpful as they are able to answer questions. ICA was the best. 

Ideas for more resources, integrating T.A. in class, and info on PBLA. 

Meeting AMSSA key players, meeting/listening to in-person reports from both IRCC and welcome BC. 
 

What suggestions do you have for improvement? How could we make the meeting more useful for 
you?  

I would like more time to troubleshoot common problems with my peers. 

More time for discussions / sharing of experiences. 

Need more time for questions. 

Shorter presentations, more time for questions/discussions. 

Please continue to guide us on updates and connections. 

More of a pairs or small group mingler about what is working and successes to share. 

Overall, I feel I am going away with increased awareness of policies, upcoming CFP issues and 
connection with language providers – in other words, it has been valuable 
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How can AMSSA best support you in your work? What topics would you like to see for future 
resources?  

Just keep at it! 

Communicate / pass the concerns and issues to IRCC. Specifically on PBLA, CLB assessments. 

Thank you AMSSA for your support. More regional support would be interesting and definition of 
‘regions’ could be reviewed. 

PBLA driven resources – for example, modules at various CLB levels on specific topics e.g. “Going to 
the Doctor” – CLB 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. with assessment examples that can be modified (in a word 
document). 

You guys do a wonderful job. 

Implementing PBLA in small communities. Resources. Teacher best practices exchange.  

Multi-level classroom resources/workshop 
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METRO VANCOUVER 
October 20, 2016 | Burnaby, BC 

 

Total evaluations received: 19 

 

Meeting Logistics  

Please rate the following: Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Pre-event communications  1 (5%) 6 (32%) 12 (63%) 

Meeting timing and pacing  1 (5%) 8 (42%) 10 (53%) 

Meeting format  2 (11%) 8 (42%) 9 (47%) 

Meeting venue and facilities   8 (42%) 11 (58%) 
 

Meeting Content 

To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
disagree 

Some-
what 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Some-
what 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

The information presented met my 
expectations 

  1 (5%) 5 (26%) 13 (68%) 

The content of the meeting was 
interesting and informative 

   6 (32%) 13 (68%) 

The presenters were engaging and 
knowledgeable 

   5 (26%) 14 (74%) 

The knowledge and skills I gained 
from this meeting will make me 
more effective in my work 

   11 (58%) 8 (42%) 

Overall, I am satisfied with this 
meeting 

   6 (32%) 13 (68%) 

 

Meeting Objectives 

To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with the following 
statements? 

Strongly 
disagree 

Some-
what 
disagree 

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree 

Some-
what 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

I was able to discuss and share 
language issues including best 
practices 

2 (11%) 1 (5%) 2 (11%) 10 (53%) 4 (21%) 

I learned about new resources and 
tools 

1 (5%)  1 (5%) 6 (32%) 11 (58%) 

I experienced an environment of 
networking, sharing and 
collaboration 

1 (5%) 1 (5%) 2 (11%) 3 (16%) 12 (63%) 
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Meeting Sessions 

Please state how useful you 
found the presentations: 

Not at all 
useful 

Slightly useful Moderately 
useful 

Very useful 

CMAS Report 
Helen Crouch 

1 (7%) 8 (53%) 6 (40%)  

PBLA Report 
Ryan Drew 

  11(58%) 8 (42%) 

Assessment Centre Report 
Wes Schroeder 

   19 (100%) 

AMSSA Language Supports 
Jennifer Cummins 

 1 (5%) 2 (11%) 16 (84%) 

AMSSA Resources  
Lucy Buchanan-Parker 

 1 (6%) 9 (50%) 8 (44%) 

Settlement Language Working 
Group Consultation 
Ryan Drew 

  4 (21%) 15 (79%) 

Volunteer Management  
PD Session 
Todd Kitzler and Liz Bean 

1 (6%) 3 (17%) 3 (17%) 11 (61%) 

 

Other Comments 

What did you like most about the meeting? How will the meeting help you in your work? Number of 
mentions 

Networking 7 

Assessment centre report and statistics 5 

Hearing from IRCC and Province and asking questions 5 

Sharing resources and ideas 3 

Working group consultation 3 

Understanding what support AMSSA will provide and how to use AMSSA as a resource 3 

Opportunity to connect with IRCC and Province 2 

The meeting was well organized 2 

Knowledge for CFP negotiations  1 

Very interesting presentations which will be useful in our work 1 

The food 1 

Volunteer management session – very inspiring 1 
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What suggestions do you have for improvement? How could we make the meeting more 
useful for you?  

Number of 
mentions 

More group interaction and discussion 5 

Opportunity to give input on future PD opportunities 3 

More frequent meetings 3 

How to create a better environment with IRCC – the tension is evident. Hope this can 
improve and language can get more support, representation, and funding 

1 

Coordinate/integrate the settlement and language meetings into one meeting. There was 
assessment information that people at the settlement meeting needed to hear; and there 
should have been more representation by IRCC at the language meeting 

1 

Maybe not mix in PD with such a meeting 1 

These meetings are very important, especially for smaller providers to understand the 
issues in a bigger picture 

1 

An official coffee break in the afternoon 1 

Wellness component – 10-15 mins tai chi / yoga / stretching after lunch 1 
 

How can AMSSA best support you in your work? What topics would you like to see for 
future resources?  

Number of 
mentions 

ICARE training for language staff – ensure consistency in how things are entered 8 

More interaction with colleagues 2 

IRCC news/updates/announcements via email 2 

Resources/supports for teachers (see below for specifics) 7 

     Teacher sharing session (PBLA resources and assessment tools) 1 

     Ongoing PBLA support 1 

     Split classes – resources for instructors 1 

     Sample assessments of student work with feedback samples 1 

     Task-based listening activities, especially for stage 2 1 

     Addressing literacy learners – what indicators are being used? (“LINC 1”) 1 

     Have a similar meeting for teachers (for settlement specific issues and training) 1 

More time for IRCC Q&A 1 

Provide more regional statistics 1 

Up-to-date language SPO contact details 1 

Sharing best practices 1 

Continue providing relevant, up to date resources  1 

Data/reports from assessment centres in the newsletter 1 

PD: experiences  with online learning / blended learning 1 

Look forward to seeing what  the SLWG can do 1 
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FRASER VALLEY 
October 27, 2016 | Abbotsford, BC 

 

Total evaluations: 10 

Meeting Logistics  

Please rate the following: Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Pre-event communications  1 (10%) 3 (30%) 6 (60%) 

Meeting timing and pacing   5 (50%) 5 (50%) 

Meeting format   7 (70%) 3 (30%) 

Meeting venue and facilities   5 (50%) 5 (50%) 

 

Meeting Content 

To what extent do you agree or 

disagree with the following 

statements? 

Strongly 

disagree 

Some-

what 

disagree 

Neither 

agree nor 

disagree 

Some-

what 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

The information presented met my 

expectations 

   4 (40%) 6 (60%) 

The content of the meeting was 

interesting and informative 

   3 (30%) 7 (70%) 

The presenter were engaging and 

knowledgeable 

   5 (50%) 5 (50%) 

The knowledge and skills I gained 

from this meeting will make me 

more effective in my work 

  1 (10%) 7 (70%) 2 (20%) 

Overall, I am satisfied with this 

meeting 

   2 (20%) 8 (80%) 

 

Meeting Objectives 

To what extent do you agree or 

disagree with the following 

statements? 

Strongly 

disagree 

Some-

what 

disagree 

Neither 

agree nor 

disagree 

Some-

what 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

I was able to discuss and share 

language issues including best 

practices 

 2 (20%)  4 (40%) 4 (40%) 

I learned about new resources and 

tools 

   3 (30%) 7 (70%) 

I experienced an environment of 

networking, sharing and 

collaboration 

   2 (20%) 8 (80%) 
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Meeting Sessions 

Please state how useful you 

found the presentations: 

Not at all 

useful 

Slightly useful Moderately 

useful 

Very useful 

CMAS Report 

Helen Crouch 

1 (11%) 3 (33%) 3 (33%) 2 (22%) 

PBLA Report 

Lisa Herrera  

1 (11%) 2 (22%) 2 (22%) 4 (44%) 

Assessment Centre Report 

Vasso Vahlas 

  6 (67%) 3 (33%) 

AMSSA Language Supports 

Jennifer Cummins 

   9 (100%) 

AMSSA Resources 

Sabrina Ziegler  

  3 (33%) 6 (67%) 

Settlement Language Working 

Group Consultation 

Colleen Frick 

  2 (22%) 7 (78%) 

Volunteer Management  

PD Session 

ISSofBC 

1 (17%)  4 (67%) 1 (17%) 

 

Other Comments 

What did you like most about the meeting? How will the meeting help you in your 

work? 

Number of 

mentions 

Networking with others from the region 3 

Finding resources for teachers 2 

IRCC presentation 1 

Learning about AMSSA’s resources and role for language 1 

Great to know that everyone is striving for consistency 1 

Overview of AMSSA website was most helpful – love the links to Tutela 1 

Professional development 1 

 

What suggestions do you have for improvement? How could we make the meeting 

more useful for you?  

Number of 

mentions 

More time for networking / collaboration /  round tables 4 

Request questions before hand to address 1 

Who is participating online? Introduce the online participants 1 

If it is a smaller group, can we sit closer and not use a microphone? 1 

The presenters would be better in person 1 
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How can AMSSA best support you in your work? What topics would you like to see 

for future resources?  

Number of 

mentions 

Resources 1 

My suggestions were written down during today’s meeting 1 

Look forward to seeing this develop and appreciate the resources shared so far 1 

Webinar on volunteer management for front line coordinators 1 

Webinar for instructors on AMSSA’s language resources 1 

Webinar for instructors on how to navigate Tutela 1 
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APPENDIX 3 – BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS 
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SETTLEMENT LANGUAGE SUPPORT AT AMSSA 

AMSSA supports settlement language providers in three different ways: 

1. Services 

2. Representation  

3. Resources 

 
SERVICES 

AMSSA supports LINC providers at the administrative level by providing email and phone support for 
operational issues, connects administrators with appropriate resources, and compiles contact 
information for LINC providers across the province.  

AMSSA organizes webinars with a specific language focus. The upcoming November webinar will be 
about employment language training for lower levels.  

AMSSA also co-organizes integrated online events, which address both settlement and language 
related topics under one theme. These events include the Virtual Learning Exchange, which is a 
series of webinars aimed at a variety of settlement and language topics, and E-symposia, a 2-hour, 
interactive, online learning events on key sector issues with a panel of expert speakers.  

AMSSA organizes in-person events such as the language regional meetings that are being held the 
day after each settlement regional meeting. These meetings are an opportunity for LINC providers to 
meet and discuss operational issues and the needs of the programs in each region. AMSSA also 
convenes the Settlement Language Working Group (SLWG), which is made up of ten members who 
represent a variety of stakeholder interests in the language sector, including BC TEAL, school 
districts, colleges, the assessment centres, and four representatives for the IRCC regions.   

AMSSA communicates with other key language stakeholders such as the province, IRCC 
(Immigration, Refugees & Citizenship Canada), CMAS (Childminding, Monitoring, Advisory & 
Support), Centre for Canadian Language Benchmarks (CCLB), LINC Home Study, and other 
programs that are associated with LINC programming to keep updated on current issues and trends in 
the sector.  

REPRESENTATION 

AMSSA represents settlement language interests at municipal, regional, provincial, and national 
levels. Municipally, AMSSA maintains membership in the Vancouver Immigration Partnership as both 
settlement and language representatives. Regionally, AMSSA chairs the Settlement Language 
Working Group (SLWG) and convenes meetings four times a year to discuss overarching priorities 
and issues in the IRCC regions and across the province. Nationally, AMSSA sits on the National 
Language Advisory Body (NLAB), a pan-Canadian group of language representatives who meet to 
discuss priorities and issues that concern federally funded language programming across the country. 
Finally, AMSSA works closely with both the provincial and federal governments as a conduit of 
information between the BC language providers and their funders.  
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RESOURCES 

AMSSA houses resources to better support settlement language administrators, staff, and instructors 

in delivering their programs. Online resources for settlement language providers include: 

 LINC Exit & Progress Tests: AMSSA houses the LINC Exit and Progress Tests on our Moodle 

site. This site is secure and users need to request permission to access this resource. If you 

are a LINC provider and need access to the tests, please contact Saeedeh Foghani at 

sfoghani@amssa.org.  

 

 Settlement Net Resources: AMSSA provides language specific resources in the weekly Set 

Net updates. These resources include newsletters, program updates, instructional resources, 

research, and relevant news articles to help settlement language providers keep up to date 

with the sector.  

 

 Language Resource Page: AMSSA has developed a Language Resource Page available on 

the AMSSA website: http://www.amssa.org/language/. This page includes resources on a 

broad range of language specific topics aimed at administrators, staff, and instructors in the 

settlement language field. The resource page is divided into two sections, one section is for 

administrators and staff, and the other section is for language instructors. In the Administrators 

and Staff section, LINC program providers can find resources for waitlist management, 

operational guidelines, and program development. There is also a section for childminding, 

with links to helpful resources for both managers and staff. In the Instructors section, LINC 

instructors can find background information, best practices, and pre-made lessons on specific 

topics related to settlement language. These resources are curated especially to help with 

special issues that come up in the LINC classroom.  

 

If you have any language-related questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact us! 

Jennifer Cummins 

Settlement Language Coordinator 

jcummins@amssa.org 

604-718-2779 
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SETTLEMENT LANGUAGE WORKING GROUP –  

PLANNING CONSULTATIONS 

The Settlement Language Working Group is made up of ten members that represent key stakeholders 

in settlement language programming for the province. The three main purposes of the group are to 

represent the interests of language providers in BC, inform AMSSA about current issues in the 

settlement language sector, and to take on initiatives that support language providers in the 

administration of LINC programming. AMSSA uses the group as an important communication channel 

between language providers, government, and key stakeholders both provincially and federally.  

The Settlement Language Working Group will be holding a strategic planning session on November 

24th, 2016 to discuss its function and purpose in representing the settlement language sector in BC 

over the next three years. To aide this session, it is important that input is received from language 

providers in every region to ensure that the strategic plan is aligned with the needs of the sector.  

The questions below are to be used as a guide to stimulate discussion. AMSSA staff or group 

volunteers will take notes on your discussions, and the notes will be used to inform the Settlement 

Language Working Group in terms of strategic planning for the next three years.  

 

Guiding Questions  

1) Function: How can the Settlement Language Working Group best represent interests of 

language providers? What are some key actions that the group can take to provide 

representation and support both provincially and nationally over the next three years? 

For example: policy initiatives, position papers, committees, consultations  

 

 

2) Representation: The Settlement Language Working Group is made up of ten members who 

represent key stakeholders in the settlement language sector of BC. Looking at the areas of 

representation below, do you feel these areas adequately reflect the key aspects of the sector? 

Are there any other areas that are in need of representation? 

 

Representatives for each of the following:  

BCTEAL PBLA  Colleges School Districts  Assessment Centres 

  

Four regional representatives from:  

Interior/North  Vancouver Island Metro Vancouver Fraser Valley 
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3) Membership: How should membership of the Settlement Language Working Group be 

determined to ensure that representation is equitable and reflective of the sector?  

For example, should membership be determined by:  

 

a) Expressions of Interests from potential members and a selection committee? 

b) Nominations and Elections? 

c) Other processes? (please explain)  

 

 

4) Communication: The members of the Settlement Language Working Group represent the 

interests of language providers in BC. What would be the preferred method of communication 

between:  

 

a. Regional representatives and the language providers they represent 

b. Settlement Language Working Group and language providers in BC 

How often should communication be expected from regional representatives?  

For example, monthly, quarterly, once a year? On a need-to-need basis? 

 

5) Expectations: As members of the Settlement Language Working Group represent your 

interests, what are your expectations of the members of the group in terms of: 

 

a) Time commitment 

b) Communication 

c) Consultation  
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PBLA – EXTENDED CONVERSATION 

CCLB Update:  

With funding from Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) and the Ministry of 

Citizenship and Immigration (MCI) Ontario, CCLB is providing support to administrators and 

instructors as Portfolio Based Language Assessment (PBLA) continues to expand across Canada. 

The second and third IRCC cohorts of certified PBLA Lead Instructors with approximately 145 Lead 

Instructors from British Columbia, Ontario and Manitoba are working closely with classroom instructors 

supporting the use of task-based planning focused PBLA. Cohort Four with approximately 100 

participants from Ontario, the West Coast and a few representatives from the Atlantic region, finalized 

their portfolio submissions and received certification over the summer months. 

Face-to-face PBLA planning implementation meetings for the new PBLA Lead Instructors from IRCC 

will be held in September in Ontario, BC and online.    

The six-week online course “Introduction to PBLA for new Classroom Teachers” will be offered from 

October 3 to November 13 and from October 24 to December 4, 2016. 

Guiding Questions  

With the implementation of PBLA underway across the province, a number of challenges have been 

identified that need to be addressed. The guiding questions below have been provided to stimulate 

discussion on the key challenges for LINC providers on Vancouver Island.  

 

6) Multi-Level Classes: What is the make-up of the multi-level classes? How does this present 

challenges in implementing PBLA?  

 

7) Induction of new teachers: What strategies have you implemented with introducing new 

teachers to PBLA?  

 

8) Full Implementation of PBLA: What challenges do you see with the full implementation of 

PBLA?  

 

9) Additional Challenges: Are there any other challenges that come to mind that you’d like to 

discuss?  

 

10) Successes: What has been working so far at your organization? Do you have any success 

stories you’d like to share?  
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WESTERN ESL SERVICES - ASSESSMENT STATISTICS 
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SURREY LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT CENTRE - STATISTICS 
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APPENDIX 4 – ATTENDEE LIST 

 

VANCOUVER ISLAND  

 

Name Position Organization 

In person    

Cathy Mutis 
Associate Director, Office of 
Global Engagement North Island College  

Kelly McBride Director of Operations 
Central Vancouver Island 
Multicultural Society  

Jillian Yun  Language Training Coordinator  
Central Vancouver Island 
Multicultural Society  

Lynn Weaver Executive Director  Cowichan Intercultural Society  

Marina Tobin LINC Coordinator  Cowichan Intercultural Society  

Todd Kitzler  Language Services Manager ICA of Greater Victoria  

Lisa Herrera Regional Coach 
Centre for the Canadian 
Language Benchmarks 

Bev Guest  BC Consultant  
DIVERSEcity Community 
Resources Society 

Dominic Fung Program Advisor 
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and 
Skills Training 

On Phone    

Adriana Viggiani 
Project Manager – Distance 
Education 

LINC Home Study – Centre for 
Education and Training   

Cindy Wong  
Manager Integration – 
Settlement Network 

Immigration, Refugees & 
Citizenship Canada (IRCC) 

AMSSA Staff: Katie Rosenberger, Sabrina Ziegler, Tracy Wideman, Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Kaan 
Eraslan, Jennifer Cummins 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Alison.Dudley@gov.bc.ca
mailto:chris.friesen@issbc.org
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INTERIOR/NORTH 

 

 

Name Position Organization 

In Person    

Carol Wutzke Executive Director  
Vernon & District Immigrant and 
Community Services Society 

Wendy Zarr 
LINC Coordinator/ Lead 
Instructor 

Vernon & District Immigrant and 
Community Services Society 

Betty Knight Regional Manager 
Columbia Basin Alliance for 
Literacy 

Desneiges Profili Regional Manager 
Columbia Basin Alliance for 
Literacy  

Andrea Hikisch Instructor 
Smithers Community Services 
Association 

Petra Kost ELMS – Program Manager 
Smithers Community Services 
Association 

Tahira Saeed Program Manager 
South Okanagan Immigrant & 
Community Services 

Karina Chambers LINC Instructor 
South Okanagan Immigrant & 
Community Services  

Jean Rysstad 
CLBPT Assessor & LINC 
Instructor 

Northwest Community College – 
Prince Rupert Campus 

Alana Turigan LINC Coordinator Ki-Low-Na Friendship Society 

Katie Stevenson  

Settlement Services Coordinator 
and Workplace Language 
Instructor  Dawson Creek Literacy Society  

Birgit Manninen Immigration Contract Manager Kitimat CDC 

Sonja Harkness LINC Coordinator Fort St John Literacy Society  

Dominic Fung Program Advisor 
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism and 
Skills Training 

Cindy Wong 
Manager, Integration – 
Settlement Network 

Immigration, Refugees, & 
Citizenship Canada (IRCC) 

Todd Kitzler Language Services Manager ICA of Greater Victoria 

Liz Bean 
Coordinator of Volunteer 
Services ICA of Greater Victoria  

On Phone   

Adriana Viggiani  
Project Manager – Distance 
Education 

LINC Home Study – Centre for 
Education and Training   

Helen Crouch  Team Lead 
Childminding Monitoring, 
Advisory and Support (CMAS) 

Lisa Herrera  PBLA Regional Coach  
Centre for the Canadian 
Language Benchmarks (CCLB) 

AMSSA STAFF:  Katie Rosenberger, Tracy Wideman, Sabrina Ziegler, Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Kaan 
Eraslan, Saeedeh Foghani, Jennifer Cummins       
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METRO VANCOUVER  

Name Position Organization 

In Person    

Louise Thorburn Manager, Adult Services  
Burnaby Continuing Education 
(School District No. 41) 

Mark Batt Program Manager 
Burnaby/New West English 
Language Centres 

Marcela Mancilla-Fuller Settlement Services Coordinator 
Collingwood Neighbourhood 
House 

Alison Whitmore Coordinator  
Coquitlam Continuing Education 
(School District No. 43) 

Mary Daniel Workplace LINC Coordinator Douglas College 

Rajeeta Samala LINC Coordinator  Collège Éducacentre College 

Ewa Karczewska Manager ISS of BC (Coquitlam) 

Eysa Alvarez LINC Manager 
ISS of BC (New 
West/Burnaby/Cottonwood) 

Katie Graham LINC Manager ISS of BC (Richmond) 

Tara Ramsey Site Manager ISS of BC (Squamish) 

Diana Smolic LINC Division Manager ISS of BC (Vancouver) 

Lisa Herrera Lead Instructional Coordinator ISS of BC (Vancouver) 

Carla Morales  
Director - Language & Career 
Services ISS of BC (Vancouver) 

Susan Schachter Settlement Services Manager 
Little Mountain Neighbourhood 
House 

Chantelle MacIsaac 
Manager, Brentwood Language 
Centre MOSAIC 

Diana Ospina 
Manager, Vancouver Language 
Centre MOSAIC  

Linda Davies Manager MOSAIC 

Barbara Anne Steed LINC Coordinator  

Richmond - Blundell Adult 
Learning Centre (School District 
No. 38) 

Ryan Drew Program Director S.U.C.C.E.S.S.  

Shae Viswanathan Language Lead  S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (Tri-Cities) 

Elise Emnacen Language Lead S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (Richmond) 

Aaron Kilner Regional Manager S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (Vancouver)  

Jessica Hannah  Language Lead S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (Vancouver) 

Wei Wei Siew Family & Adult Services Director 
South Vancouver 
Neighbourhood House 

Jan Theny  Department Head Vancouver Community College 

Julia Tajiri  Principal  Vancouver Formosa Academy 

Wes Schroeder Proprietor/Manager Western ESL Services 
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Cindy Wong  
Manager, Integration – 
Settlement Network 

Immigration, Refugees and 
Citizenship Canada (IRCC) 

Vicki Chiu  Senior Program Advisor 
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism, and 
Skills Training 

Todd Kitzler Language Services Manager ICA of Greater Victoria 

Liz Bean 
Coordinator of Volunteer 
Services ICA of Greater Victoria  

On Phone   

Helen Crouch  Team Lead 
Childminding Monitoring, 
Advisory and Support (CMAS) 

AMSSA STAFF:  Katie Rosenberger, Tracy Wideman, Sabrina Ziegler, Lucy Buchanan-Parker, Kaan 
Eraslan, Saeedeh Foghani, Jennifer Cummins       
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FRASER VALLEY  

 

Name Position Organization 

In Person    

Paula Mannington Program Manager Abbotsford Community Services 

Michelle Price Supervisor, Immigrant Services Chilliwack Community Services 

Karen Torres 
Assistant Manager, Language 
Programs 

DIVERSEcity Community 
Resources Society 

Yvonne Chard LINC Coordinator 
Delta Community College (Delta 
School District) 

Mary Daniel Workplace LINC Coordinator Douglas College 

Fiona Shaw Site Coordinator  
Douglas College – Surrey 
Learning Centre 

Jennifer Kuenzig 
Community & Contract Services 
Programmer  Douglas College  

Calisto Mudzingwa Best Practices Coordinator  S.U.C.C.E.S.S. (Surrey)  

Najib Raie LINC manager ISS of BC (Maple Ridge) 

Yvonne Hopp 
President and Program 
Manager 

New Directions English 
Language School 

Colleen Frick 
Event and Program 
Coordinator/ LINC Instructor 

New Directions English 
Language School 

Vasso Vahlas Executive Director  
Surrey Language Assessment 
Centre 

Cindy Wong 
Manager, Integration – 
Settlement Network 

Immigration, Refugees, & 
Citizenship Canada 

Thea-Lynne Fiddick Manager - Settlement Program ISS of BC 

Diana Jeffries  LINC Instructor  ISS of BC  

On Phone   

Helen Crouch Team Lead 
Childminding Monitoring, 
Advisory and Support (CMAS) 

Lisa Herrera  PBLA Regional Coach 
Centre for the Canadian 
Language Benchmarks (CCLB)  

Lucy Swib Director, Immigrant Integration 
Ministry of Jobs, Tourism, and 
Skills Training 

AMSSA Staff: Katie Rosenberger, Tracy Wideman, Sabrina Ziegler, Kaan Eraslan, Jennifer Cummins 

 


